Convertible Hand Truck
https://youtu.be/zAiBLtytOac
Stephen Gilson: Of course, the next step once Liz has tossed the hay down from the hayloft, is moving the hay from wherever she tossed it down to where we stack the hay for the daily feeding. And so the other piece of equipment that we use is really – another interesting dolly, as it were. Its made, its lightweight, made out of aluminum and I have a couple of other features that, I think, to should consider when you’re thinking about equipment for a farm, or really any kind of task. This is a dolly that really folds into multiple purposes. One, it has this tongue that comes down, so it easily allows the hay to rest there without falling off. The other factor, in terms, so, if you're moving, in this case, a bale of hay around, it easily moves that way. However, the other interesting feature with the same dolly is that it has these backs wheels, so if you’re carrying multiple bales or using grain. It’s merely a case of moving this lever, moving this, tilting it back this way, this comes up here, so you can easily move. We use this for moving our bags of grain around as well as multiple hay and so you’re saving your back because you’re not having to do a lot of heavy lifting and more easily can move weighted items around. (Music).